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The working group is responsible for:

- Defining the actions and issues for review and discussion, their verification and acceptance, their prioritization, in line with the Roadmap, the MoU commitments and any other report findings and recommendations as well as other issues raised by the business community, global developments etc.
- Defining group interim and final objectives along with scheduling of interim and final actions and deliverables.
- Defining all necessary resources (human, financial etc).
- Defining areas where technical assistance along with foreign expertise and know how is required (TFGR, UNECE etc).
- Monitoring timely implementation of actions and deliverables.
- Introducing a regular reporting mechanism to OSC.
- Collaborating with business community etc

The group meets regularly, under the responsibility of the project manager. Also, the OSC responsible can summon a meeting. The team keeps minutes of all its meeting key points. The team assigns the minute keeping process to a certain team member along with his/her substitute.

For a more effective monitoring and completion of actions and in order to facilitate the whole procedure, the group, under the responsibility of the project manager, can set up smaller sub-groups in order to handle more technical or complex issues, if necessary.

The project manager has the responsibility to develop a detailed project plan for all decided team actions. During the implementation of each action, it is likely that more project plans will need to be developed in order to facilitate the implementation of different or similar sub-actions.

The development and monitoring of each project plan is assigned in certain project manager/team member. Every project plan is proposed to and approved by OSC.
The implementation of each project plan is the responsibility of the project manager and the main scope of the team. Each project plan implementation monitoring is the responsibility of the project manager and is the main object of the team. OSC responsible along with the project manager(s) is reporting to OSC, in every Committee’s regular meeting or more often if it is needed, for the progress of the project or other issues of the team. Finally, the group has the responsibility of establishing a permanent cooperation and communication with public and private bodies and agencies.

**Project manager – project plan**

More specifically the project manager is responsible for:

- Developing a project plan which has to be adopted and agreed by the group,
- For regular reporting to team members for the project implementation progress,
- For alerting and communicating to the group for any difficulties or other issues faced during implementation,
- Liaise the group with competent agencies, bodies etc.

The project plans are developed in order to facilitate the project oversight. They are the main instruments of the group and are necessary in order to ensure that projects are implemented according to defined schedule and agreed objectives and are on track.

Project plans must include also:

- The reference to the Roadmap action or any other action source (eg BPA findings, market or business community issues etc),
- The objectives,
- The interim and final deliverables as well desired outcomes,
- The expected improvements for stakeholders including some key performance indicators,
- Implementation phases and schedule,
- The description of activities and
- Dependencies, contingencies and risks (required additional funding, support by other agencies etc)

The main project plan objective is for the team to allow tracking of the project for the stakeholders and OSC. It is the responsibility of the project manager to define how the project will be implemented. It is the responsibility of the working group to check that the plan is credible and that the working group can monitor the implementation progress on the basis of the project plan.
**Actions-deliverables**

- Implementation of all necessary procedures for the approval of the operating expenses of OSC at the co-financed Program of Technical Support for Implementation (Technical Assistance)
- Implementation of all the relative actions concerning the unhindered/effective use of the Technical Assistance Funds for the operating expenses of OSC and the OST.
- Cooperation with the Managing Authorities of the NSRF as well as the competent services - Project Funding Beneficiaries such as the Services of Ministry of Development, Competitiveness, Infrastructure, Transport and Networks (Secretariat General of the Ministry, D.G of International Economic Policy.
- Collaboration with all stakeholders in Greece and abroad in order to ensure the financing of the main actions of the Roadmap, already been categorized in respective fiches with detailed cost analysis and description.
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